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Abs[rac[.

One of the most important effects from the coupling of the solar

wind to the magnetosphere-ionosphere
systemis the Jouleheating (JH) of the
atmosphere that is produced by the energy dissipation of ionosphericcurrents and
geomagneticfield-alignedprecipitating particles. At present,the most commonly
used techniqueto estimate the global JH rate is the AssimilativeMapping of
IonosphericElectrodynamics(AMIE) procedure.Here we describea study of the
relationship of the Northern Hemisphere JH and the Southern Hemisphere polar
geomagneticindex AES-80 duringa magneticstormon October18-23, 1995 (when
both quantitiesare available).The purposeis to study the effectsof the NorthernSouthern Hemisphericalasymmetry on the correlationbetween JH and geomagnetic
indices. Our results confirm a higher contribution to JH from regionsassociated
with eastward currents. Moreover, we find that the best correspondencebetween
the northern JH and the AES-80 occursduring negative interplanetary magnetic

field (IMF) Bz and By conditions.
We discuss
howthis resultis in agreement
with
the magnetospheric-ionospheric
model that considers,during negative IMF Bz and

By, an increaseof conductance
in the regionsassociated
with eastwardcurrents
in the Northern Hemisphere. Our observationsrelated to the best estimation of
Southern HemisphereJH are in agreementwith the samemodel too. We also find
a "saturation" effect for large valuesof northern JH: the JH-AES-80 correlation

breaks down for intervalswith JH • 190 gigawatt (GW), during the highest
geomagneticperturbations, and a negative IMF Bz that exceeds-20 nT. This
"saturation" is in part attributed to the onset of hemisphericalasymmetry due to
the solar wind pressure with respect to the Earth-dipole orientation under severe
storm

1.

conditions.

Introduction

ticles [e.g., Akasofu,1981]. Presently,the technique

most commonlyusedfor estimatingthe globalJH rate is
One of the more important effects that arises from
the AssimilativeMapping of IonosphericElectrodynamthe couplingof the solarwind with the magnetosphereics (AMIE) procedure[RichmondandKamide,1988].
ionosphere system is the atmospheric Joule heating
The calculation of the global JH rate is complex and
(JH) that is producedby the dissipationof ionospheric requires the use of simultaneousground-basedmulticurrentsand geomagneticfield-alignedprecipitatingpar- instrument data and satellite observations. Because of
Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 1999JA000390.
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this complexity,the possibilityof usingone or more geomagnetic indexes as a proxy for the JH rate has been
consideredin the past. Examinations of the correlations of calculated JH rates with the cross-polar-cap
27,167
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potential, the AE index, or the polar cap (PC) index
suggestedthat each might be a reasonableproxy for
the JH rate [Chunet al., 1999,and references
therein].
Becauseof the significantlysparserdata availabil-

1995. The JH(N) rate data werederived,at 5-min resolution, usingthe AMIE procedure[Richmondet al.,
1990]. Possiblelimitationsof the AMIE estimationof
JH(N) have been previouslyidentified. Theseinclude
ity for the Southern Hemisphere than for the north, effectsof neutral winds[Cooperet al., 1995;Lu et al.,
previous calculations of the JH rate have been car- 1995]and/or unaccounted-for
small-scale
variationsin
ried out mainly for the Northern Hemisphere;compar- the electricfield [Codrescuet al., 1995]. Moreover,if
isons between the JH and other geomagneticparame- smallergrid scalesizesare usedin the AMIE computaters have been made using only Northern Hemisphere tion, the obtained JH can be as much as a factor of 2
geomagneticindices. Although rather good magneto- larger than the rate given by the standard computation
spheric conjugacy is expected between the Northern [Liet al., 1998]. Thereforeit is not excludedthat, at
and Southern Hemispheres, north-south asymmetries times, the real physicalJH rate couldbe larger than the
have also been observed,mostly related to different lo- values used here.

cal seasonalionosphericconductivities[e.g.,Mizera et
al., 1987; Newell and Meng, 1988; Maclennan et al.,

19911
.
Recently,a new geomagneticindex, AES-80, hasbeen
calculated and studied for southern polar geomagnetic
activity. This index was derived to take advantage of
the increasingamount of data from high-latitudeAutomatic Geophysical
Observatories
(AGOs) in the Antarc-

tic [Rosenberg
andDoolittle,1992].In particular,in its

The AES-80 polar index is derived accordingto a
standardprocedure[Ballatoreet al., 1998a]usinggeomagnetic data from the four Antarctic stations illustrated in Figure 1. With respect to the AES-80 index
used in previous studies, the index used herein doesnot
include data from the station AGO P1, as they were
not available for the period considered.However, P1 is
relatively closeto P4, and the four stations illustrated
in Figure I are sufficientlyregularly spacedin longi-

present embodiment the determination of the AES-80 tude that this four-station AES-80 can be considered
index usesmultistation geomagneticdata from Antarc- a good approximation of AES-80 in the southernpolar
tic stations spacedat about-80øcorrected geomagnetic geomagneticregion. This index (and its components
(CGM) latitude [Ballatoreet al., 1998a]. Similar to ALS-80 and AUS-80) havebeenderivedat l-rain resoother AE-like indices[e.g.,$arosoet al., 1992],AES- lution, and their median values over intervals of 5-min
80 indicatesthe global geomagneticdisturbances(and have been calculated for comparisonwith the 5-minassociatedionosphericcurrents)abovethe regioncon- resolutionJH(N) data.
Increasing from the lowest panel, Figure 2 contains
sidered[Ballatoreet al., 1998a, 1998b;Ballatoreand
Maclennan,1999].AES-80 coversa widergeomagnetic plots as a function of UT of the southern polar inrange near the southernpolar cap than doesthe single dexesALS-80,AUS-80,andAES-80andthe JH(N) and
station-determinedpolar cap index (e.g., describedby JH(S) (this is the bestestimationof the JH integratedin

Troshichev
et al., [1988]).
In this paper we compare the Northern Hemisphere
integratedJH rate with the geomagneticactivity at high
southernlatitudes as representedby the AES-80 parameter for a large magneticstorm in 1995, when both parameters, the JH integrated in the northern hemisphere

'

(JH(N)) and AES-80, were available. In the context
of previous results that demonstratedgood correspondence between the northern JH rate and geomagnetic

activity in the northernpolar cap (includingthe useof
the northernpolar cap index [Chunet al., 1999]),the
present study was implementedas an investigationof
north-south asymmetry.

In the followingwe consideronly the AES-80 index
as the indicator of southern high-latitude geomagnetic
activity because, during the large storm period under
investigation,it is the only SouthernHemisphereindex
available. In fact, at presentthe PC index from Vostok
is not available for the year 1995.

ooo

2. Experimental Observations
and Data Analysis
Both the JH(N) rate and the AES-80data wereavail- Figure 1. Stationsusedfor the computationof AESable for the magnetic storm event of October 18-23, 80.
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Figure 2. Fromthe top to the bottomthe panelsshowIMF By, IMF Bz, JH(N) rate, JH(S)
rate, AES-80, ALS-80, and AUS-80 for the period from October 18 until October 23 1995.

the SouthernHemisphere)rates. The uppertwo panels were calculatedafter averagingthe JH(N) and the poplot the two interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) com- lar indexesover longertime intervals. These correlation
ponentsBz and By (retrievedfrom the WWW site of coe•cients are also shown in Table 1. An increase in
the Wind satellitedatabase). The passageof an inter- the values of the correlation coe•cients is found for the
planetarymagneticcloud (ICME) during the last por- longer averages. The confidencelevels for the correlation of October 18 and on October 19 is very evident in
the variation of the IMF Bz component.
Visually, the intensity-time plots in Figure 2 show

rather goodcorrespondences
betweenvariationsof AES80 and the JH(N) rate under conditionsof large IMF

By and Bz (e.g., duringday 19) and whenIMF By
and Bz are smaller. There are also a few occasionsof

high AES-80 during small JH(N). Suchcasesmight be
instancesof underestimationof JH(N) or instancesof
hemisphericalasymmetry of Joule heating.
In order to quantify the comparison between the

tion coe•cients shown in Table 1 are all higher than
99.9% for AES-80 and AUS-80; the confidencelevel is
only •95% for ALS-80 when time intervalsof 3 hours
or longer are considered.
Consideringthe best fits given by the correlationsof

JH(N) with AES-80and AUS-80on a 12-hourtimescale
(coe•cients0.81 and 0.89, respectively;
Table l) we determined estimatedproxy valuesfor JH(N), JH(N)*,
from the southernindex (AES-80). In Figure 3 we
showthe scatterplotsfor the JH(N)* versusJH(N). The
data points have a rather small scatter around the line

JH(N) and the AES-80 we havecalculatedcorrelation JH(N)*=JH(N) (indicatedby the solidline). Similar
coefficientsusingthe data at 5-min resolution.The cor- JH(N)* estimateswere previouslycalculatedby Chun
relation coefficientsare reported in the first column of et al. [1999]usinggeomagnetic
indicescalculatedin the
Table 1. We find rather good correlationswith the

Northern Hemisphere. The correlation coe•cients that

JH(N) for AES-80 and AUS-80. Similar correlations we showin Figure 3, althoughgood,are slightlysmaller

27,170
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Correlation Coefficients of AES-80, ALS-

80, and AUS-80 With JH(N) for Various Averaging
Intervals

a
Time

Resolution

5-min

1-hour

3-hour

6-hour

12-hour

n=1693

n=144

n=48

n--24

n=12

0.64
0.34
0.71

0.69
0.38
0.75

0.75
0.47
0.80

0.76
0.47
0.87

0.81
0.57
0.89
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Discussion

Previous studies using the AES-80 index demonstrated a significantcorrelationof this parameter with other
planetary geomagneticindexes,including Northern He-

misphereindices[Ballatoreet al., 1998a,1998b;Ballatore and Maclennan,1999]. Therefore,sinceNorthern
Hemispheregeomagneticindicesare in agreementwith

AES-80
ALS-80
AUS-80

JH rates calculatedin the NorthernHemisphere[Chun
et al., 1999], one might expectthat the AES-80 can

correlation.

also provide information about the JH rates, especially
in the Southern Hemisphere.
The time-intensity relationships shown in Figure 2
resemble similar plots as a function of UT that were

than similaronesobtainedby Chunet al. [1999]for the

reported for JH rates and AE (the northern Auroral
Electrojetindex) by Baumjohannand Kamide [1984].
In that paper, Baumjohannand Kamide [1984]exam-

allere n indicates the number of data points used in each

Northern Hemisphere.

ined 3 days of data at 5-rain resolution, and a correla-

In orderto studythe JH(N)-AES-80 relationshipunder differentdisturbanceconditionsof the geomagnetic
field, we redetermined the correlationsreported in the

tion coefficient of 0.74 was found between AE and JH.

left-hand

use of 61 stations,AE(61), between55øand76øCGM
latitude (in the Northern and SouthernHemispheres,

column of Table I for different orientations

of

the interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF). The resultsare
shownin Figure 4a for AES-80 versusJH(N), in Figure
4b for ALS-80 versusJH(N), and in Figure4c for AUS80 versusJH(N) for IMF Bz < 0 and IMF Bz > 0 and
for the two casesof IMF By • 0 and IMF By • O.
The 12 correlations are all significant at a confidence
level above99.9%. Smallercorrelationsare again obtained for the ALS-80-JH(N) investigation.The IMF
direction that gives the best correlation is for Bz and
By both negative.The correlationcoefficients
that are
shown in these caseshave been calculated using only
data for JH(N) < 190 gigawatt (GW). Above about

We have investigatedthe correlation at 5-min resolution between

with the

however,the addition due to the Southern Hemisphere
is not very significant owing to fewer stations being

there) for our period October 18-23, 1995. This latitude range should cover the maximum electrojet intensity better than the standard AE index, which is
determined from 12 longitudinally spacedstations between

0øand

70øCGM

latitude.

We find a correlation

200

this value, no clear correlation exists.
The same correlationsas examined in Figure 4 were

alsocalculatedincludinga delay (5-rain to 1-hour)between the interplanetary values and the ground-based

JH and the AE index calculated

:with
use
ofAUS-80
1
R=0.89

/

Fit: Y=0.78*X+13.7

150

data. No significant differenceswere found.
In order to examine further the apparent "saturation"
effect for JH > 190 GW that was obtained for the cor-

relationswith the negativeIMF By and Bz values,we

lOO

$

have plotted in Figure 5 the histogramsof the distri-

butionsof IMF By and Bz values(bottomand middle
panels)and of the modulusBT of the vectorsum of B•
and By (top panel). We notethat B•- hasvalues> 15
nT onlyfor JH(N) > 190GW and that the distribution

50

•

O'
with
use
of
AES-80
1
R=0.81

of Bz is clearly shifted to larger negative numbersfor

JH(N) > 190 GW than for JH < 190 GW. Thesecharacteristicsare alsoevidentwhen a delay (delaysof 1/2
hour and I hour wereconsidered)is introducedbetween

Fit: Y=0.65*X+22.3

0
o

100

150

200

JH(N) (GW)

the interplanetary and the ground-baseddata.

Next, the estimates of JH(N)* from AES-80 and
AUS-80 were calculatedusingonly data with negative
IMF By and Bz and JH(N) < 190GW. The resultsare
illustrated in Figure 6 for data averagedover 12-hour
intervals. Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 6, we see
that the correlationsare larger in the latter case,with

50

Figure 3. Scatterplot of data points (averagedover
12-hourintervals)of JH(N)* estimatedusingAES-80
and AUS-80 parametersversusJH(N) determinedby
the AMIE procedure. The dashedlines correspondto
the best fits for the two groups of data. The correlation coefficientsR and the equations of the fits are
indicated. The solid line correspondsto the ideal case

the slopesof the linear correlation lines all closeto one. JH(N)*=JH(N).
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(a)
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Figure 4. Scatterplotsof (a) AES-S0,(b) ALS-S0,and (c) AUS-S0versusJH(N), separatelyfor
positiveand negativeIMF Bz and IMF By. For eachpanelthe numberof data pointsused,the
correlationcoefficient,and the best fit line equation(whichis drawnas a solidline) are given.

coefficient

of 0.82.

The

correlation

coefficients

of JH

ALS-80 and AL(61) is 0.40 for the October18-23interwith AU(61) and AL(61) are foundto be 0.71 and 0.74, val, and it is 0.49 betweenAUS-80 and AU(61). This
respectively. The correlation value that is obtained for

result is rather surprising, and it has to be considered

AU(61) is equal to the one obtainedfor AUS-80 at the specificallyin the context of the large storm period studsame5-min resolution(Table 1). This is a very com- ied here. In fact, on much larger timescalesit has been
pelling result, especiallyconsideringthe fact that the previously reported that the ALS-80 parameter has a
comparedparameters are for oppositehemispheres.
higher correlationthan does AUS-80 with any northWhen we calculatedJH(N)* from AES-80 (or AUS- ern or planetary geomagneticindices[Ballatoreet al.,
80) and comparedit with the measuredJH(N) (Figure 1998a;Ballatore and Maclennan,1999].
Additional geomagneticcausescould affect the fact
3), we found significant,but lower, correlationsthan
were found for estimates

from the northern

AE or PC

indices[Chunet al., 1999].This resultmightbe in part
related to the seasonaldependenceof ionosphericconductance, which can affect results obtained in opposite
hemispheres.

that

we find that

AUS-80

correlates

better

with

the

northern JH during the magnetic storm than does either ALS-80 or AES-80. In the previously cited paper

by Baumjohannand Kamide [1984],they alsoreported
the correlationsof AU and AL with Jouleheating. How-

The JH(N) rates havehighercorrelationwith AUS- ever,for thesetwo parameters(AU and AL), insteadof
80 than with ALS-80, or evenwith AES-80itself (Table usingthe global JH, Baumjohannand Kamide [1984]
1). This could be related to a better correspondence used the JH integrated over cellsof only eastwardcurof AUS-80 with the Northern Hemisphere with respect
to ALS-80. In fact, the correlation coeificientbetween

rents and of only westward currents, respectively. Even
given this difference, the correlation coefficient that

27,172
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We find a much better agreementbetween AES-80
they obtained for AU (0.73) was still slightly higher
than the valuethat they obtainedfor AL (0.67), which and the measuredJH(N) for the casesof IMF Bz < 0
is consistent with our results.
andBy • 0 (Figure4a). Duringsouthward
IMF, negaWe can therefore interpret our apparent contradic- tive By conditionsare knownto produceenhancements
tory result by noting that the eastward currents are in the conductivity associatedwith eastward currentsat
localizedin a region of typically lower ionosphericcon- northern high latitudes and enhancementsin the conductivity in comparisonto westwardcurrents[Vickrey ductivity associatedwith westward currents at southern
et al., 1982]. Thereforethe higher electricfield re- highlatitudes. PositiveIMF By conditionsproducejust
gions (correspondingto the eastwardcurrents;AUS- the oppositeenhancements
[e.g.,Friis-Christensen
and
80 in our case)are contributingrelativelymore to the Wilhjelm,1975; Be!ehakiand Rostoker,1996]. Thereglobal Joule heating.
fore a negativeIMF By, with its correspondingly
enWe calculatedthe correlations
of JH with AU(61) and hanced conductivity in the eastward current region in
AL(61) using valuesof AU(61) and AL(61) between the Northern Hemisphere,will.tend to reducethe higher
dependenteast0 and [500[ nT (the numberof 5-min-resolution
data contributionto JH(N) from seasonally
pointswas 1649 and 1512 for AU(61) and AL(61), re- ward current with respect to westward. The opposite
spectively). We found correlationcoefficientsof 0.70 will be true for positiveBy, and a largerhemispherical
and 0.58 for AU(61) and AL(61), respectively.These difference will occur.
We found a "saturation" effect to occur in the correlaresultsconfirm the expectationof a higher contribution
of eastward currents to JH in comparison to the west- tion of JH(N) with the southernhigh-latitudeAES-80
ward currents.
whenIMF Bz and By are both negative(Figure4a):

(b)
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lOOO
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Figure 4. continued
no correlation was found betweenthe two quantitiesfor

creaseof correlationis found. Nevertheless,large values
JH(N) > 190 GW. We also found that larger values of BT (> 15 nT) producedifferentmagneticpressures
of JH(N) occurredunder conditionsof larger valuesof on the Northern and SouthernHemispheressuchthat a
negativeBz and BT (Figure 5), where BT is equalto decreaseof hemisphericalconjugacymight be expected
(B•2+ R211/2
_y, . In contrast,
aninvestigation
(notshownduring someseasons.The open northern and southern
here)of the distributionsof otherinterplanetaryparam- polar caps,which are more directly associatedwith the
eters(suchas the solarwind speedand protondensity) interplanetary medium than other latitudes, will likely
showedno similar featuresfor JH(N) larger than 190 be affected differently by this north-south inclination
GW.
of the IMF and of the solar wind flow. Concerning
Valuesof Bz and By that are closeto zeronT corre- this, we mention the previous findings of Belon et al.
spond
to theestablishment
ofaneffectoftheinterplan- [1969],who foundthat duringdisturbedperiods(conetary flow on the magnetosphericconfigurationwhich trary to the quietestperiods)the similarityof detailsof
is relatively symmetric with respect to the north-south north-south auroral features, irrespectiveof their conjugeomagneticaxis comparedto the caseof larger values gacy, deteriorate rapidly with increasinglatitude. This
of Bz and By [e.g., Belon et al., 1969, and references was attributed to the large stretchingof magneticfield
therein]. In order to investigatehow muchthis effect linestoward the magnetospherictail and the presenceof
might affect our results,we computedthe samecorrela- localizedelectric/magnetic
fieldsin the magnetosphere

tionsas in Table i for valuesof By and Bz in intervals [Belonet al., 1969].In particular,in a geomagnetically
of (-2, 2) nT or (-1, 1) nT. We foundno statisticalin- disturbed period during March 1968 the displacement
creasein the correlations. Also, if we include a delay

of the auroral

zone was attributed

to the existence of an

betweenIMF and JH(N) (related to the propagation asymmetric distortion of geomagneticfield lines due to
time from the satellite to the magnetosphere),no in- solar wind pressionand Earth-dipole orientation, and it
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In Figure 7, histograms of occurrenceof IMF Bz,
JH < 190 GW

AU(61), and AL(61) are shownseparatelyfor positive
and negativeIMF By conditionsfor the October1995

JH :,.190 GW

geomagneticstorminterval. Only data occurringduring
intervalsof JH ( 190 GW are plotted. The histograms
in Figure 7 showa shift of IMF Bz toward highernega-

80

tive valuesduringnegativeIMF By, whichcouldaffect,
in part, our results. However,sucha shift would alsobe

40

associated

5

10

15

20

25

with an increase of both eastward

and west-

ward currentsfor negativeBy. While the histograms
of Figure 7 showa clearshift for AU(61) towardhigher
values,the AL(61) shift toward more negativevalues
is very slight. This result is consistentwith the expected increase of ionosphericconductivity associated

IMFBT(nT)
8O

with eastwardcurrentsduringnegativeIMF By for the
NorthernHemisphere[Friis-Christensen
and Wilhjelm,
1975;BelehakiandRostoker,1996].

40
I
I

-25

-20

I

-15

-10

-5

0

IMF-Bz (nT)
8O

In order to verify that the resultsthat we obtainedare
significantlyaffectedby the north-southconjugacyor
asymmetryof the magnetosphericsystem,we haveconsidered the best estimate of the Southern-HemisphereintegratedJH, JH(S), whichis plottedin Figure2 (third
panel from the top) for the time interval considered.
We have reported results of the correlations between
AES-80, ALS-80, and AUS-80 with the 5-min JH(S) in
Table 2 for different

orientations

of the IMF.

We stress

that this is not a quantitatively significantcomparison
between the southern polar cap geomagneticactivity
and the JH(S), owingto lowerreliabilityof JH(S). In
fact, the data availability for the Southern Hemisphere

40--
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0
200

IMF-By(nT)

I•:with
use
of
AUS-80
1

Figure 5. Histogram of the distribution of IMF B.

R=0.94

andBzvalues
andoftheirvectorial
sumBTforJH(N
( 190 GW (solidline) and ( 190 GW (dashedline).

.._.Fit:
y=0.86*X+7.85

150

was found that this distortion is a very strongfunction
of the geomagneticactivity at latitudesbetween65øand

72ø[Belonet al., 1969,and references
therein].
Furthermore, conditionsof very negativeBz are associatedwith a high degreeof mergingof the IMF with the
magnetosphereand thereforewith the associatedhigh
increaseof geomagneticactivity. Such conditionscan
also affect the observed decrease in the correlation

50

^

/_

I

R=0.96

I

for

JH • 190 GW. Under conditionsof high geomagnetic
activity a shift of the auroral oval to lower latitudes

is expected[Kamideet al., 1976]. Thereforethe polar
cap (and its relatedAES-80 index) will be locatedfar-

0
0

50

100

150

200

JH(N) (GW)

ther from the sourceof major JH in comparisonto the
quieter periods. This will also affect the correlations.
Figure 6. Scatterplotof data points(averages
over
We did showthat, if we calculatethe proxy-estimated 12-hourintervals)of JH(N)* estimatedusingAES-80

JH(N), JH(N)*, fromthe AES-80indexfor smallvalues
of JH(N) (and thereforefor smallvaluesof the IMF Bz
and By), a correlationcoefficient
well above0.9 was
foundbetweenthe estimatedand the measuredJH(N)
(Figure 6).

and AUS-80parametersversusJH(N) usingonly data

with JH(N) • 190GW andnegative
IMF By andBz.
The dashedlines correspondto the best fits for the two
groups of data. The correlation coefficientsR and the
equation of the fits are indicated. The solid line corre-

spondsto the idealcaseJH(N)*-JH(N).
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of the polar cap geomagneticactivity with the JH(S)
(shownin Table 2) are smallerthan with the JH(N)
(shownin Figure4) canbe attributedto the smalldata
coveragein the SouthernHemsiphere.

I.........
By>
01
By<0

80--

However, one result of interest shown in Table 2 is

relatedto the fact that, in effect,JH(S) is moredirectly
related to AUS-80 than to ALS-80, and this effect is

more important during the southwardIMF, when substorm occurrence is associated with an increase of iono-

sphericconductancein the regionof westwardcurrents

0

-15

-20

-10

-5

0

IMF Bz(nT)

[Vickreyet al., 1982;Kamideet al., 1994]. This is in
agreementwith our results.

We note that we cannot find any level of JH(S)

80
--•
.......
.

or IMF Bz above which the correlations in Table 2

break down similarly to the "saturation" found for

60

JH(N). This might imply (with the warningsabove
about JH(S)) that this "saturation"is significantlyaffectedby the hemispherical
asymmeties[Belonet al.,
1969].

4O

2O
0

400

0

800

1200

AU(61) (nT)
80
60
40

2O

Moreover, Table 2 showsthe occurrenceof the best
correlationbetweenAES-80 and JH(S) duringpositive
IMF B, (coefficients
0.55 for positiveBy and 0.67 for
negativeBy), whichis in agreement
with the expected
polar shift of the auroral oval during northward IMF
[Kamideet al., 1976].
Finally, we note that during southwardIMF the correlation

o

-800

.12oo

-400

o

AL(81) (nT)

Figure 7. Histogramsof IMF Bz, AU(61) and AL(61)
shownseparatelyfor positiveand negativeIMF B u during intervalsof JH < 190 GW.

coefficient shown in Table 2 between AUS-80

and JH(S) is higher during negativeBy than during
positive. This is in agreementwith the fact that a negative IMF B, and By are associated
with a highercontribution to JH(S) from eastwardcurrents.Takinginto
accountthe model of interplanetary-magnetospheric
interaction above, this means a smaller contribution to

JH(N) of eastwardcurrentduringnegativeIMF B, and

By [Belehaki
andRostoker,
1996],whichisin agreement
is rather sparsesincethe total numberof magnetomet- with our expectations.
ric stations used for the Southern Hemisphere in our
time interval is .-•14% of the total number in the North-

ern Hemisphere,and there is only one SouthernHemisphereradar, at Halley Base, in comparisonwith the
sevenradars in the Northern Hemisphere. However,the

4. Summary and Conclusions

We have comparedthe JH(N) with the AES-80 regional
index for the southernpolar cap. This comparJH(S) is presentlythe bestestimationof JH(S) availison
is
significantin the context of previousfindings
able, and the comparisonin Table 2 could be in any
about
the
possibilityof usingthe PC index from Thule
case of some qualitative interest, with some warnings.
as
a
proxy
of the JH(N), whichimpliesan optimalcorIn particular, the fact that the correlationcoefficients

Table 2. CorrelationCoefficientsof AES-80, ALS-80, and AUS-80 With JH(S) for Different
Orientationsof IMF By and Bza
By >0-Bz

AES-80
ALS-80
AUS-80

>0

By <0-Bz

>0

By >0-B•

<0

By <0-B•

n=314

n=265

n=853

n=261

0.55
0.38
0.40

0.67
0.51
0.52

0.49
0.26
0.55

0.51
0.23
0.65

•Here n indicates the number of 5-min data points used in each correlation.

<0
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